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Abstract 

In this article, we consider the specific heat of an ideal gas com-
posed of monatomic molecules in the view point of the new quantum 
theory. Thereby we can clarify a new meaning of specific heat of 
an ideal gas. 

2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 82B10; Sec-
ondary 82B40, 81Q05 

Introduction 

In this article, we consider the molar heat and the specific heat of constant 
volume of an ideal gas composed of monatomic molecules in the view point 
of the new quantum theory. We get a reasonable explanation of them. It 
gives a new true explanation of the results known until now. We use here the 
framework of the new quantum theory mentioned in chapter 1 of Ito and Uddin 
[9). The new quantum theory was originated by Y. Ito [2)-[4) at 1998-2000. As 
for the new quantum theory, we refer the papers [1)-[9) of the references. 

1. Physical setting of the system and the prob-

lem 

We consider an ideal gas composed of monatomic molecules spreaded in-
finitely. There are N molecules in the region of volume V. The ideal gas is so 
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rarefied that there is no mutual interaction among molecules. They only move 
freely and no forces act on them. Every molecule moves under the Newtonian 
equation of motion: 

m生
dt2 

=0 

Here m denotes the mass of one molecule. 
We wish to consider the specific heat Cv of constant volume and the molar 

heat CM of this ideal gas. 
Then we have the relation Cv = nC M where N = nN A and心 denotes

the Avogadro number. 

2. Setting of the mathematical model 

We use the notation in chapter 1 of Ito and Uddin [9]. We consider axiom 
I and axiom III in chapter 1 of Ito and Uddin [9]. Let n = f!(B, P) be the 
probability・space which represents the quantum system considered here. An 
elementary event p of n is a monatomic molecule which moves freely in the 
3-dimensional Euclidean space R3. Here we consider one degree of freedom 
of the 3-dimensional free motion. Then we denote the position variable of 
a monatomic molecule p by x = x(p), and the momentum variable of p by 
p = p(p). Here we put n = dM = l because the space dimension is d = l, 
the number of monatomic molecules which compose an elementary event p is 
M = l. The variable x changes in the space R1 and the variable p changes in 
its dual space R1・

Here we need the new axiom for the generalized quantum state. 
Axiom II'(generalized quantum state). 
We consider the generalized quantum state of the quantum system n = 

O(B, P) as the state of the generalized quantum probability distribution of the 
position variable x = x(p) and the momentum variable p = p(p) of monatomic 
molecules p composing the quantum system. Here we consider the orthogonal 
coordinate system of I-dimensional Euclidean space R1 and its dual space R1・

The generalized quantum state is determined as follows: 
(II~) The generalized quantum distribution state of the position variable 

x = x(p) is determined by Ll。c-functionゅ．
(II;) The generalized quantum distribution state of the momentum variable 

p = p(p) is determined byゅ.Hereゆisthe function determined as local Fourier 
transforms ofゅ．

Namely 
00 

炒s(p)= (2社）―½/ゆs(x)e―ip:z:/1i.dx,
-oo 

00 

ゆs(x)= (2社）―½/炒s(p)e如/1i.dp
-oo 
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where S is an arbitrary compact set in R1 and, when we denote the character-
istic function of S as 

xs(x) = { 1, (x ES), 
0, (x rf-S), 

we defineゆsto be the functionゆs(x)=ゆ(x)xs(x).Namelyゆsis the cut off 
h 

function ofゆonS. We put 1i =―, here h being the Planck constant. In the 
. 27r 

above we use the classical Fourier transformation. 
叫） For a Lebesgue measurable set A in R1, we assume 

J伸s(x)l2dx
P({p E f!; x(p) E A n S}) = Ans 

J =μs(A) 
Iゆs(x)l2dx

s 

This gives the probability that the position variable x(p) of a monatomic 
molecule p moving in the region S belongs to A n S. There by we have the 
relative probability space (S, M 1 n S, μs) corresponding toゆS・HereM1 is the 
family of Lebesgue measurable sets in R1. 

(II'4) For a Lebesgue me邸 urableset B in R1, we邸 sume

f悼s(P)l2dp
P({p E f!;x(p) E S,p(p) EB})= 忍=vs(B) f節s(P)l2dp

-oo 

This gives the probability that the momentum variable p(p) of the monatomic 
molecule p moving in the region S belongs to B.'!'hereby, we have the relative 
probability space (R1,N1, vs) corresponding toゆs-Hereふ isthe family of 
Lebesgue measurable sets in R1・

Then by the axiom II', the L~o c-densityゆ(x)determines the generalized 
quantum distribution law of the position variable x and its local Fourier trans-
form必(p)determines the generalized quantum probability distribution law of 
the momentum variable p. The total energy of each monatomic molecule p is 

1 
determined by the classical mechanics. Its value is —p(p)2. Here m is the 

2m 
mass of the monatomic molecule. 

This energy variable is considered as a generalized quantum random variable 
defined on the probability space n which represents the quantum system. The 
evaluation of the local expectation value of this energy variable, namely the 
local energy expectation value, is carried out by using the axiom II'. 
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Namely we use the relation 

/ Iゆs(x)l2dx
P({p E f!; x(p) E A n S}) = Ans , 

f伸s(x)l2dx
s 

島(p)l2dp

P({p E n;x(p) E S,p(p) E BJ)~f忍OO ふ(p)l'd;
for every compact set S in R1 and a subset A in R1 and a subset B in R1. 
Then we have the local energy expectation value瓦：

瓦 ~Es [上p(p)'l~1_: ~ 贔 s(p)['dp 竺血s(x)'dx

2m /"°= 
ls 2m dx . 

悼s(p)l2dp j Iゆs(x)隣
―00 S 

Here we use the Plancherel formula for Fourier transformation. Here we denote 
this local energy expectation value by 

Js[ゆsl= 

J竺帥s(x)2 dx 
8 2m dx 

J匝s(x)l2dx
s 

We call Js[ゆs]the local energy functional. 
Here we assert the following principle. 
Principle II (local variational principle). 
In the case of continuous spectrum of the Hamiltonian operator of a quan-

tum system, the stationary state are realized as the state where the energy ex-
pectation of the quantum system considered locally takes the stationary value 
under some conditions. 

From this principle, we can choose the true£2 -density for this quantum loc 

system. So that we consider the following problem I and problem II : 
Problem I. 
Let {rn} be a certain increasing sequence of positive numbers: r1 ::; r2 ::; 

"・::; Tn ::; "・, 

Let { Kn} be an exhausting increasing sequence of non-empty compact sets 
of R1. Namely it satisfy the following conditions (i) and (ii): 

(i) 0 -/= Ki C K2 C .. ・C Kn C .. ・R1, 
00 

(ii) U Kj = R1. 
j=l 
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For an arbitrary positive number£> 0, determine the locally square inte-
grable functionゅ(t:)(x)such that the following conditions (1)~(5) are satisfied: 

(1)ゆ(£)1Kn=叫．

(2)ゆn+1IKn=叫．

(3) J 此 (x)l2dx= Tn > 0, (n = 1, 2, ・・・）．
K& 

(4) J ゅば）(x)*臼 (x)dx= 0(£1 -£), (£, £'> 0). 
-oo 

Here o (£) denote the delta function. 
(5) The functional 

J竺如(x)2 dx 

叫如］＝
Kn (2m dx I) 
f 1如 (x)l2dx
Kn 

takes its stationary value under the conditions (2) and (3). 
Problem II. 
Find out the£~0c-density for which the local energy expectation value 

Jふ]takes its stationary value under the condition that J出 (x)隣 is
Kn 

equal to a given constant r n. 

3. Mathematical analysis 

Solving the problems I and II in chapter 2, we have the Schrodinger equa-
tions 

炉 d土 (x)

2m dx2 
＝年 (x),x E Kn(n = 1,2,・・ ・) 

as the Euler equations. Here£is the Lagrange's unknown constant. By the 
conditions (1), (2) and (3) of problem I in chapter 2, we have the L~。c-function
臼 (x)such that it satisfies, for some constant£> 0, 

臼 (x)=叫(x),xEKn(n=l,2,・・・). 

Then臼 (x)satisfies the Schrodinger equation 

炉 d2臼 (x)
=£ 砂 (x),x E R1. 

2m dx2 

As solutions of the above generalized eigenvalue problem, we have the gen-
eralized eigenfunction砂 (x)corresponding to the eigenvalue£> 0. Namely 
we have, for every£> 0, 

凸 x)= c(£) exp (サパニ）．
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For every£> 0, there exist two independent generalized eigenfunctions. 
Therefore every spectrum£is degenerated. If we normalize the generalized 
eigenfunctions in the scale of£, we have 

誓 (x)= (品） ¼exp(サパ茄厄）．
Then we have the relations, for£> 0 and£'> 0, 

Joo叶')(x)*臼 (x)dx= <5(£'-£), 
-oo 
Joo討'¥x)*砂 (x)dx= <5(£'-£) 
-oo 

and 

Jooご (x)*砂 (x)dx= 0. 
-oo 

Here c* denotes the complex conjugate of a complex number c. If we put 

k2 2m£ 

炉
, for£ ~0, we have, for -oo < k < oo, 

ゆ(kl(x)
1 

= e 
ikx 

冨

which is normalized in the scale of k: 

1=砂')(x)*両叫）dぉ =~I:ei(k-k')声 =i5(k'-k), -oo < k, k'< oo. 
-ex:, 

Then we have 
炉 d2砂 (x)

2m dx2 
=£ ゅ(kl(x),X E R1. 

If we putゆ(k)応＝叫， (n= 1, 2, •••),we have 

£ 
云inldx 

Jn[叫 = l =£, (n=l,2,・・・). 

云inldx 

Thusゅ(k)(x)satisfies all the conditions of problem I. Thus we have the solution 
of problem I. If we put p = nk and we write 

1 
ゆ(Pl(x)= —ゆ(k)(x) 

汎
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for p = hk. Then we have 

2 

ゅ(Pl(x)=~ipx/n, (c =土）
which is normalized in the scale of p: 

1_: ゆ(p')(x)*四 (x)dx= ~1_: i(p-p')x/ndx = <5(p'-p), p,p'E R1・

Then we have 
炉砂(P)(x)

2m dx2 
＝砂 (p)(x),XE  R1. 

If we putゆ(p)に＝叫， (n= 1, 2, • • •), we have 

£ 
戸 lnldx 

Jn[叫= 1 =£, (n = 1, 2, .. •). 

戸 lnldx 

Thisゆ(P)(x)satisfies all the conditions of problem I. Thus we have the solution 
of problem I. In the above, the Lf0c-densitiesゆ(£)(x),ゅ(k)(x)andゆ(P)(x)are 

the different representations of the solutions of problem I which differ only in 
the scale of the normalization. 

By virtue of the theory of Fourier transformation, for anyゆEL2(Rり，
there exists c Eび(R1)such that we have 

如 ） ＝ 土Joo ipx/n 
旱 -oo

c(p)e dp 

and 
1 00 

c(p) =言rij_ooゆ(x)e―ipx/ndx.

If the true physical state of the total quantum system n is determined by 
some£2-densityゆ(x)at the initial time point, then we have the generalized 
eigenfunction expansion ofゆ(x)byゆ(P)(x)as follows: 

如） = Joo c(p)ゆ(Pl(x)dp,
-oo 

c(p) = Jooゆ(Pl(x)*'l/J(x)dx.
-oo 

Then we have the energy expectation value 

00 2 00 2 

瓦 J[ゆl= J_oo土17/J(p)l2dp= J_00土lc(p)l2dp.
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Further, since the functionゆ(x)satisfies the normalization condition 

Joo伸(x)l2dx= 1, 
-oo 

we have 

Jex, lc(p)l2dp = l. 
-ex, 

p 2 

Since we have - =£, we have 
2m 

0 2 

万=J[ゆ]= / P lc(p)l2dp + 
(X)p2 

-(X)五［茄lc(p)l2dp.

孔＼亨le(一~)隣 +½fo(X)骨嘉（亭）隣．

＝且＼厚(le(一亭） 1バ lc(~)l2)d£.
If we put 

I(£)= !f-四(lc(-v'2mt)l2+ lc(v'2m&)Iり，£>0, 
2£  

we have 

So that we have 

1(X) I(£)d£= 1-: jc(p)l2dp = 1. 

瓦 J[ゆl= /ex, £I(£)d£. 

゜If we assume 

I(£)= 
2 2£ 

戸 exp(-百テ），
where T denotes the absolute temperature and知 denotesthe Holtzman con-
stant, we have 

1 
万＝ー知T.

2 

Because the degree of freedom of the 3-dimensional free motion is equal to 3, the 
energy expectation value of the total quantum system n in the 3-dimensional 
c邸 eis equal to 

T
 

B
 

k
 

3
5
 

＝
 

-E 
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Further the£2-densityゆ(x)of the total quantum system n at the state of 
thermal equilibrium at the temperature T can be represented邸 follows:

1 00 
如）＝言~looc(p)iP"'i"dp 

and 
1 00 

c(p) =―Jゆ(x)e―ipx/ndx.
厚ー00

Here we follow the reverse order of the method of separation of variables. At 

first we consider the function 

£ 
四 (x,t) =ゆ(Pl(x)exp (-iが）．

Differentiating this function with respect to the time variable t, we have 

訊ゅ(P;;x,t) =亨 (x)exp (—i~t). 

Here we denote the Hamiltonian operator of the Schrodinger equation of sta-
tionary state邸 follows:

n,2 {)2 
H=---.  

2m8x2 

Then we have 

Hゅ(P)(x)=£ ゅ(P)(x),£ 
p2 

= . 
2m 

Hence we have 

亨 (x,t )£  
in at = {H四 (x)}exp(-int) = Hゅ(P)(x,t). 

Therefore, if we put 

叩，t)= /00 c(p)ゆ(p)(x, t)dp, 
-00 

we have 

in 
如 (x,t) 

{)t 
Hゆ(x,t). (3.1) 

This is the Schrodinger equation of time evolution of the total quantum system 
n. Here, using the condition of completeness, we have 

1:1ゆ(x,t)l2dx = 1: ic(P)l2dp = 1. 

By virtue of the conservation law of probability, we can see that the Schrodinger 
equation of time evolution is nothing else but the equation (3.1) in order that 
the£2-density satisfies this normalization condition. 
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4. Consideration and conclusion 

We can consider that the quantum system (0, B, P) of the I-dimensional 
ideal gas composed of monatomic molecules has the following structure at the 
stationary state. Namely f2 is decomposed into the direct sum 

f2= u船 (directsum), 
-cx,<p<cx, 

Op= {p E O;p(p) = p}, (-oo < p < oo), 

P(Op) = lc(P)l2, (-oo < p < oo). 

Then, we have, for any A E B, 

ex, 

P(A) = J P(Alp)lc(p)l2dp, 
-ex, 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

where P(Alp) denotes the conditional probability. Then for p: -oo < p < oo, 
we call the probability space (Op, B n Op, P(・IP)) as the generalized charac-
teristic quantum system. Considering the equations (4.1) and (4.2) and the 
results of calculation until now, we put the following assumptions. Now for 
p: -oo < p < oo, we assume that c(p) satisfies the following conditions: 

虚） =1(厚(le(一~)12)+1c(~)l2),

/00 J(£)d£= 1, p2 = 2m£. 

゜If we use the notation of the axiom II', we have 

P⑪ IP)= 1, 

J帽 (x)l2dx
P({p E Op; x(p) EA n S}IP) = Ans J帽 (x)l2dx'

s 

J喝r>(p)l2dp
P({p E船 x(p)E S,p(p) E B}lp) =忍J帽 (p)l2dp.

-oo 

Therefore, the conditional energy expectation value瓦ofthe generalized char-
acteristic quantum system Op is equal to 

2 

瓦=J凰 JKJゅ認l=£= L. 
2m 
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By the relation of the total quantum system and the generalized characteristic 
quantum systems, we have 

瓦 E[土叫=1_: 恥 (P)l2dp

= /00~lc(p)陽 = /00£I(£)d£, (p2 = 2m£). 
―00 0 

If we assume that I(£) is equal to 

I(£)= 
2 2£ 

"f;j exp (―冠テ），
we have 

1 
万＝ー知T.

2 

Because the degree of freedom of the 3-dimensional free motion is equal to 3, the 
energy expectation value of the total quantum system n in the 3-dimensional 
case is equal to 

3 
万＝ー知T.

2 

万denotesthe energy expectation value for one molecule. Now we consider the 
ideal gas such as there are N molecules in the region of volume V. So that we 
have the specific heat Cv of constant volume and the molar heat CM of this 
ideal gas as follows: 

Namely, 

and 

屈 d万
Cv=N石 andCM=NA万

3 
Cv = -NkB 

2 

3 
CM=-N心・

2 

Here NA denotes the Avogadro number. If we put N = nNA, we have the 
relation 

Cv =nCM・

These results were considered as the specific heats of the ideal gas composed 
of monatomic molecules. These facts are confirmed in the view point of the 
new quantum theory. But our results can be derived reasonably in the view 
point of the new quantum theory. The new and old results are different at the 
standing points. 
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